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Abst rac tb ln  this paper, we shall study a linear stationary system of differential equations with 
delay argument. Control is found in such away that the closed system has the characteristic equation 
with given coefficients. For the canonical system we shall show that the unknown parameters can 
be computed by equating the coefficients of exponential polynomials of the same degree. For the 
general system first we shall use a linear transformation, and then show that the process of equating 
the coefficients demands an additional concordance condition. This condition is equivalent to setting 
certain summands equal to zero. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords--Modal control, Differential system with delay, Characteristic equation, Concordance 
condition. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In control theory by the term modal control we understand the problem of selecting a control in a 
feedback form so that the closed system has a given spectrum, i.e., a set of fixed eigenvalues. For 
a linear stationary system with one input the control is a linear combination of the constituents 
of the state of the system, and the spectrum is completely defined by the characteristic equation. 
Thus, in this case, the problem is reduced to solving a system of linear algebraic equations. One 
of the first works which deals with the problem of modal control is by Rosenbrock [1]. General 
problems of modal control which are described by higher-order systems of differential equations 
and their applications to mechanical objects and flying apparatus have been addressed in [2-4]. 
A complete set of necessary and sufficiently conditions for the modal controllability of systems 
with one input is available in [5,6]. In the development ofmodal control theory of linear dynamic 
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systems the next step is to consider the systems with delay. However, in contrast to systems of 
ordinary differential equations, the spectrum for the delay systems consists a countable number 
of eigenvalues, and thus, the control has to be done by the coefficients of the system. In recent 
years, the problem of modal control of delay systems has been addressed in [7-9]. In the present 
paper, we shall present constructive conditions for the modal controllability ofsystems with delay. 
The feedback coefficients axe provided in an explicit form. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
Consider the problem of modal control, or spectrum control for a linear stationary system of 
ordinary differential equations 
2,(t)=Ax(t)+bu(t), x(t) eR n, u(t) eR I, t>_O. (1) 
This problem requires the construction of a control in the feedback form 
u(t) = cTx(t) ,  C T = (Cl,C2,.-.,Cn). 
Here for the closed system 
~(t) = (A + be T) X(t),  z(t) E n", t_>o 
the characteristic equation is 
)~n q_ q l~n-1  h- "'" -I- qn-1)~ + qn = O, 
0 0 , )~o are where its roots A1, A2,... given and fixed in advance. Because these roots define coeffi- 
cients of the equation uniquely, the problem of modal control can be stated to find the parameters 
cl, c2 . . . .  , cn of the control u(t) = cTx(t),  so that the characteristic polynomial of the closed sys- 
tem 
f(A) = A n + qlAn-1 +""  + qn-lA +qn 
has fixed coefficients that are given in advance. In [5,6] the control criterion has been used to solve 
this problem, and the following controllability condition turns out to be necessary and sufficient: 
rankSn = n, whereSn = (b, Ab, A2b, . . .  ,An - lb} .  
We now consider the problem of modal control for a system of differential equations with delay 
~.(t) = Ax(t)  + A lx ( t -  r) + bu(t), r > O, t >_ O. (~) 
For this system the control is found as a feedback of phase coordinates and its prehistory, i.e., 
m 
.(t) = ~ cT=(t- j,), 
j-O 
c~ r = (c1~, c2 j , . . . ,  c~).  
Thus, the closed system is of the form 
m 
Jc(t) = Ax(t)  + AlX(t  - r) + b Z cT x(t -- j r ) .  
j=O 
(3) 
The characteristic equation of (3) is 
)~" + gd,~),v '-~ +. . .  + q,,-~(,~),~ + qn()~) = o, 
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where 
i 
qi(A) = E qi je- J rA '  qoo = 1. 
j=0 
Since this equation has countable number of roots, the problem of modal control involves finding 
parameters cu, c2j,. • •, anj, j = 0, rn so that the characteristic quasipolynomial 
f(A) ---- A n + ql(A)A n-1 +. . .  + qn-i(A)A + qn(A) (4) 
of the closed system (3) has coefficients qij, i = i, n, j = 0,---~ which are given in advance. 
We shall begin by assuming that the matrices A, A1, and the vector b are in a canonical 
form. The problem in this case is resolved rather easily by equating the coefficients of the 
identical degrees in the corresponding polynomials. In the general case, we shall first apply the 
transformation x( t )  = Sy( t ) .  This will change (3) to a system of n linear equations (the number 
of equations is defined by the number of coefficients qi, i = 1--,n) with n variables (parameters 
of control c l , c2 , . . . ,  an). Then, the problem of a modal control for the system with delay will 
be reduced to a system of more than [(n + 1)(n + 2)] - 1 equations with n(m + 1) variables 
co, i = 1,n, j = 0,m. The number of equations is defined by the number of coefficients 
qo, i = 1,n, j = 0,i. These unknown coefficients are interconnected so that an increase in the 
number of elements of a feedback does not always lead to a solution. This results to an additional 
concordance condition, which demands etting certain summands equal to zero. 
2.1. Moda l  Cont ro l  for Canonica l  Type  Systems 
Let in system (2) matrices A, A1, and vector b be 
A = 
o o . . .  o a n] 
! 
1 0 • •. 0 a2n ] , 
! 
0 0 • .. 1 ann A 
b = 
A1 = 
('1 0 0 
0 0 . . .  0 a ln l  
0 0 " "  0 a~n I 
I 
1 0 0 • • • 0 ann J 
(5) 
P(A)  = 
where 
pl(A) 
pj (A) 
1 
pl(A) 
" ' ' O 
pl(A) ' "  0 
pj- l(A) . "  pl(A) 
0 .. .  0 
1 ... 0 
pn-2(A) . . .  1 pn- l (x)  
pi(A) = -an - i+ l ,n  - e-X~ a 1 n- i+ l ,n ,  
We shall also denote by 
= coef _{Si (1, e-X~,. . . ,  --2} i;-e-mX~) }Cij 
the coefficients of the e - j '~ ' th  element of the linear form S~(.). 
, j = 1 ,n -  1, (6) 
i= l ,n .  
(7) 
Pj(A)  = 
For this case, we shall show that the construction of a control is equivalent to finding the solution 
of a triangular system of a special type heterogeneous algebraic equations. 
In what follows, we shall denote quadratic j x j matrices Pj  (A), j = 1, n - 1, and the n x n 
matrix P(A) as 
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THEOREM 1. For the system with delay (2) with parameters (5), there always exist vectors 
cj, j = O, m of control parameters such that the dosed system (3) has the characteristic quasipoly- 
nomial f(A) of type (4). Further, in this case, the control matrix is of the type C = {Co, Cl , . . . ,  cn } , 
where 
cij = coef -1 ) ' -S ips (A)  - qs(A)] 
P0(A) - 1, i = 1, n, j = 0, m, 
and [-] is the greatest integer function. 
detPi_s (A) / 
e -jAr f (8) 
PROOF. The characteristic equation of the closed system (3) with matrices A, A1, and the 
vector b in (5) is 
det 
"Cl(~ ) --~ C2(A ) ' ' .  Cn_l(~ ) Cn(~) --pn(~) 
1 -A .-. 0 --Pn-l(A) 
0 0 -.- 1 -pI(A) - A 
= 0, (9) 
where 
m 
c/(A) -- Zc i je - JAr ,  pi(A) = -an-i+X,n - e-Aral n--i+l,n, i = 1, n. 
j=O 
From determinant (9), we obtain the following form of the characteristic quasipolynomial: 
g(A) = ~n +[p l (~) - -C l (~) ]~ "-1 +[p2(A)- -C2(~)- -p l (~)Cl(~)]~ "-2 +. . .  
+~n(A)-Cn(A)-(Pn-I(A)Cl(A)+'"+pl(A)cn-I(A))]. 
The problem of modal control requires finding vectors cj, j = 0,m in such a way that the 
characteristic quasipolynomial of the closed system is of type (4), which is given in advance. 
For this, we equate the coefficients of the polynomials q(A) and f(A), to obtain the system of 
equations 
ql (A)=pl (A)  -Cl(A), 
q2(A) =p2(A) -c2(A)  -pl(A)Cl(A), 
q~(~) =p.(~) -~(~)-p.-l(~)cl(A) . . . . .  pl(~)C.-l(~). 
Now we introduce the following vector-matrix notation: |[Pl(A) -ql(A)) 
p(A) _q(A) = IP2(A) -q2(A)  
\pn(A) --qn(A) 
and use the matrix P(A) defined in (7) to find the system of linear heterogeneous equations 
P(A)c(A) = p(A) - q(A). 
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Since det P(A) ~ 1, the solution of the above system is 
p l (~)  - q~(~) 0 
el(A) = p~(A) - q:(A) 1 
p~(~)  - q~(~)  p~-~(~)  
1 pl(A) - ql(A) 
c~(~)  = ~(~)  ~: (~)  - q : (~)  
p~-~(~)  p~(~)  - q~(~)  
" ' '  0 
• ' • 0 
°" • 1 
• ' " 0 
• • • 0 
• • • 1 
1 0 . . .  p l (A ) -q l (A )  
cn(~) = pl(~) 1 . .  p2(~) -q2(~)  
pn-l(A) pn-2(A) "'" pn(A) -  qn(A) 
Now we shall evaluate ci(A), i = 2,n in terms of the matrices Pj(A), j = 1 ,n -  1. For this, we 
expand the above ith determinant, o obtain 
c~(~) = 
1 0 
p l (~)  1 
pi- l (A) pi-2(A) 
1 0 
Pl(~) 1 
pi-2(A) pi-3(A) 
• . p l (~)  - 
• . p2(~)  - 
• ' p~(A) - 
"' P2(~) - 
• ' B3(A) - 
• . p~(~) - 
q l (~)  
q2(~) 
q,(A) 
q2(~) 
q3(A) 
q,(X) 
+ ( -1 )  i-1 [pl (A) - ql (A)] detPi_ l  (A) 
= ( -1 )  i-1 [pl(A) - ql(A)] detPi_l(A) 
+ 
Pi-3()~) 
+ (-1) i -2[p2(A) - q2(A)]detPi_2(A) 
1 0 . "  p3(A)-q3(A) 
pl(A) 1 . . .  p4(A)-q4(A)  
p~-4(~)  . . .  p , (~) -q , (~)  
= ~oi(A) - qi(A)] - ~oi-l(A) - q~-l(A)] detPl(A) 
+ [pi-2(A) - qi-2(A)] detP2(A) +. . .  + ( -1) i - l [p l (A)  - ql(A)] detPi_l(A),  
which is the same as 
i 
ci(A) = E( -1 )~- J [p j (A )  - qj(A)]detP~_j(A), P0(A) = 1. 
j= l  
Thus, we have the following system of n equations: 
(10) 
[Pl (A) -- ql(A)] ) 
[P : ( )~) - - :2 ( '~) ]  - [P I ( )~)  - -q l ( )k ) ]p l ( .~)  
~-~ e- J~r  cj = . . .  . (10a) 
3=o ~ ~ ( -1 )  -J[pj(A) - q j (A) ]detPn_ j (A)  
x j= l  
Finally, in the above system equating the coefficients of the same degrees e -jAr, j - 0 ,m we 
get cij, which are the same as in (8). 
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EXAMPLE 1. 
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Let in system (2), 
[0 ° 1] 
A= , A I= 1 ' " 
The control is sought of the form 
u(t)=cTx(t)+cTx(t--7")+cTx(t--2T), cT=(clj,C2j), j=O,'--2. 
Thus, the closed system should have the characteristic quasipolynomial of the type 
f(A) = A 2 + ql(A)A +q2(A), ql(A) = 1+ e -AT , q2(A) = 1 + e -AT + e -2aT. 
The characteristic equation of the closed system is I 1( I 
(1 +e_AT ) =0, 
and hence, its characteristic quasipolynomial can be written as 
g(~)  ---- A2 + ~Ol(,~ ) _ Cl ()~)])~ -[- ~02()~) -- C2(,~) -- p l (~)C l (~) ] ,  
P l (~)  ---- --I -- e -AT, P2(~) = - 1 - e -AT, 
2 2 
Cl(,~) ~-~ E c I3e- - JAT '  C2('~)---- E c2 je - - JAv"  
j=0 j=o 
where 
Now equating the coefficients of the identical degrees, we get 
q2(~) =p2(A)  --C2(A) -p l (A )C l (A) .  
e2(A) = -4  - 6e -AT - 3e -2AT, 
ql(A) =pl(A) -Cl(~),  
Thus, itfollows that 
Cl(A) = --2 -- 2e -AT, 
and hence, 
coT = (- -2,-4),  c~ = ( -2 , -6 ) ,  
c=[-2 -2 o] 
-4  -6  -3  " 
2.2. Moda l  Cont ro l  for Genera l  Type  Systems 
Let in system (2) matrices A, A1, and the vector b be 
F a l l  a12 ' ' '  a ln  
A= I a21 a22 " "  a2n , 
i 
Lan l  an2  " ' '  ann  
We introduce the following notation: 
1 1 
Fa l l  a12 / A 1 : a21 a22 
1 1 
L an l  an2  
= (0 , -3 ) ,  
1 
• " " aln. 
• • . a~n_  
1 
• • . tb . ,F& 
(bl) b= b2 . 
. . . .  a ln  - -  e -ATa~,  
. . . .  a2 ,  --  e -Ar  a~n 
--AT_I 
"•• ~ -- ann  -- e ~,n  
i 
A(#) = A + e-UT A1, 0 < # < oo, 
s(u) = {b, A(u)b,.•., A"-l(U)b}, 
A - al l  - e-ATa~I -a12 - e-Arab2 
--a21 -- e-:~Tall A -- a22 -- e -Ara l  2 
f(A) = 
~-AT.1 ~-AT.1 
- -an l  --  ~. ~n l  - -an2  -- r., t~n2 
(11) 
----A nTpl(A)A n - lT - ' ' Tp l (A) ,  pi(A) =z_~pi je  , P00 =1.  
j=O 
Here we shall show that by using linear indefinite transformation x(t)  = S(#)y( t )  it is possible 
to reduce the general system (2) to a canonical form• However, in this case, the method is 
incomplete for the computation of coefficients cij, i -- 1, n, j = 0, m. In fact, system parameters 
need to satisfy an additional so-called concordance condition• 
THEOREM 2. 
and 
1. if det S(p) = const, then c 0 are defined by 
c,j = coef { [(r~(A)'r~+i(A)'''''r~+n-i(A))S-i(A)]~ r , 
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System (2) is modally controllable if and only i£ rank S(p) = n, -oo < p < 4-cc, 
where 
i 
r~+i- ' (A)  = ~ ( -1 ) i - J [p j (A) -  qj(A)] det Pi_j(A), 
j= l  
Po(A) ~ 1 
and [.]i is the i th component of the corresponding vector; 
(12) 
m 
~_~ sT(p)e-J l~rej  -- r (p )  ----- O, --oo < # < 4-00, (13) 
j--O 
or 
r re+n-'  (p)) rT (p)  = n(p) , r2  n+t (P ) , . . . ,  n 
PROOF. We use the transformation x(t) = S(#)y(t), where the matrix S(p) is defined in (11). 
Since detS(p) ¢ 0 and S-I(#)S(p) = E, where E is the unit matrix, for an arbitrary p the 
following holds: 
{s- l(p)b, s - l (p )A(p)b , . . . ,  S - l (p )An- t (p )b}  = E, 
Therefore, it follows that 
S- ' (p )b  = , s_ l (p )A(p)  b = 1 S_ l (p)An_ l (p)b = 0 
0 1 
For a fixed p the characteristic equation of the matrix A(p) is 
A n + Pl(P)~ n-1 +""  + Pn(P) = 0. 
Thus, in view of Cayley's Theorem, we have 
An(y) +p l (p )An- l (p )  4 - " .  +pn(#)E  = O. 
s - l (p )An(p)b  = -S - l (#)bpn(p)  - S-l(p)A(p)bpn_l(p) 
. . . . .  s - i (p )An- l (p )bp l (p )  
= ( -pn(p) , -pn_ l (p ) , . . . , -p l (p ) )  T
Hence, the matrix S-X(p)A(p)S(p)  can be written as 
s - l (p )A(p)S(p)  = {s- l (p)A(p)b ,  S - t (p)A2(p)b , . . . ,  s - l (p )An(p)b}  
where 
2. i fdet S(p) ~ const, then for the modal controllability of the system the following concor- 
dance condition must be satisfied: 
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0 0 ... 0 
1 0 . . .  0 
0 0 ... 1 
With this transformation system (2) becomes 
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--Pn-l(#) [ . 
-P l (#)  J 
(14) 
where 
and hence, 
m 
~ e-J;'"~Ts(A) = (4'(A), ~7+I(A), ..., ~m+'~-IYA~~, , ,,, (i;') 
j=0 
and c~n+i-l(A) are polynomials of degree not greater than m + i - 1 of the variable e -~r. 
Thus, in view of (14) and (17), (16) can be written as 
4'(A) - A ~+I(A) . . . .  m+n-~,,, l On_  1 kA} cr~+n-l(A) - pn(A ) 
det 1 -A .. .  0 -pn- l (A)  ] = O, 
0 0 .. .  1 -Pl(A) - A 
m m 
4"(~) = ~e-~'cyb, c~+I(A) = ~cTe -j~r (A +e-'A1)b, 
j =o j =o 
m 
~+'~-~(~)  = ~ ~-~'"~f (A + ~-~" A~) '~-~ b, 
j=O 
(18) 
~l(t) = S-1(#) [AS(#)y(t) + A1S(#)y(t - T) + bu(t)] . 
For this transformed system we shall find control u(t) in the form of a feedback of phase coordi- 
nates and its prehistory, i.e., 
m 
u(t) = E c-~S(#)y(t - jT), C'f = (C l j  , C2 j , . . .  , Cnj ). 
j=O 
Thus, the closed system can be rewritten as 
y(t) = o °-1(#) AS(#)y(t) + A1S(#)y( t -  7) + b E c-f s (#)y( t -  jT) . (15) 
j=0 
Now since for a fixed # the characteristic equation of system (15) is 
if # coincides with the characteristic index, i.e., # = A, then the quasipolynomial is 
det S-I(A)A(,~)S(A) + S-I(A)b~'~e-JArc~S(A) - AE = 0. (16) 
j=0 
Next, since A(A) = A + e-ArA1, it follows that 
S( , ,~)  - -  {b,(A~-e-A'rA1) b , . . . , (A~-e- )~ 'A1)n- lb} ,  
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and hence, on expanding the determinant (18), we obtain a new form of the characteristic 
quasipolynomial 
o(:~) = ~" + [w(x) - &(~)]  :,"-~ + [p~(~) - &+~(~)  - p~(~)cT'(~)] :~=-: 
rn+n-2  + "'" + [Pn($) - -  g r im+n- l ( )~)  - -  (Pn-l('X)Cr~(.X) "4-'"-4-pl(.X)Cn_ 1 ()Q)] • 
Denoting 
c~ (~) = (c~(~), c~+~(~), . . . ,  c~+~+~(~)) T ,
and equating the coefficients of the polynomials f()~) and g()~), we obtain a system of heteroge- 
neous equations 
P(A)Cra(A) = p(A) - q(X). 
Now following the previous theorem, we can write its solution as (10). Thus, it follows that 
[ [pl(~) - ql(a)] \ 
~e-aarSr(~)ca = =(~) q=(~)]-  (~)-ql(~)]p,( ,X)  . (19) 
J=' ~ E ( -1)  - j  [pj(A) - qj(k)] det P,_j(A) ] 
x j= l  / 
In the previous theorem A, A1, and b were already in the canonical form and thus, no trans- 
formation was required. In fact, the values cij in equations (10a) have been found directly by 
equating the coefficients of the same degrees. In the present section the transformation S(#) has 
been used, and at this point we need to consider the following two cases. 
1. The matrix S(/*) is such that det S(#) = const, i.e., it does not depend on #. In this case, 
S-I(A) is a matrix with elements in the form of polynomials of e -at .  Thus, the method 
of undetermined coefficients can be used to obtain 
/ ~,(~) - q~(~)] 
,=0 ~, ,__£1(- l : - '~J(a)  - qJ{~)] 
In particular, we have 
c~, = coef { [(r~,(~), r~n+'(A),..., r~+'- I (A))S- I (A)] ,  } 
e-J,~r 
where [']i is the ith row in the corresponding vector. 
2. det S(#) is a function of the parameter #. In this case, the elements of the matrix S -1 ()~) 
are not the polynomials of e -xr.  Thus, in order to find cij that satisfy (19) we need to 
find conditions on the parameters of the system. Further, when such conditions hold, the 
following system can be solved, to obtain cj, j = 0, m: 
m 
~_, e-JXr sT  (#)cj - r(#) -- O, 
j=O 
-c~ < /~ < +oo. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the system of a general type with matrices A, A1, and vector b given as 
= 1 , b= . A= , A1 1 
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For this system the matrices A(#) and S(#) are 
A(#) = 
+ e -~ 1 + 
and det S(#) = -2  ~ 0, also 
s-~(,) = 
3 e -**r 
-2 -e -~ ~+-T  
1 
1 --~ 
The characteristic equation of the matrix A(#) is 
and hence, 
3 + e -/~r ] 
4 + e -ur ' 
A 2 + -2 -  ~e ) A + -1  + ~e-"  + e -2~ = 0, 
3 ur 1 r 1 -2" r P l (#)=-2-~e-  , P2(#)=- l+~e-**  +se  " , 
3 1 1 
pl0 = -2,  pn  = -~,  p20 = -1,  p21 = ~, p22 = ~. 
Hence, the control parameter vectors are 
= 
4 ' 
The concordance condition (13) can be expanded by using the Kronecker-Kapelly Theorem; 
however, the resulting expressions will be rather complicated. Therefore, now we shall consider 
this for small-dimensional systems. 
( /( k e-jArcj=[S-I()~)]T ZOe_Ar_2.~_~e_2ArJ = I I Ar l__~e-2Ar" 
j=o - s -  ~-~e-  + 
i.e., we should have 
ql(A) = 1 + e -x~, q2(A) = 1 + e -xr + 2e -2A~, 
qlo = 1, qll --- 1, q20 -- 1, q21 = 1, q22 : 2. 
Next, the vector rm(A) has the form 
(r~n(A)  ~ ~I(A)  -- ql(A)] ( -3 -  5e-At ) 
rr+'()~) = ( [P2()~) -q2()~)] - [Pl()~) -ql()~)]Pl()~) ) = _8_10e-Ar  21e-2Ar  " 
Thus, it follows that 
~ + (1 + ~- ' )  ~ + (I + ~-"  + 2~ -~ ' )  = o, 
m Now we need to find the control u(t) = Y~.j=ocTx(t-  j r ) ,  so that the closed system has the 
characteristic equation 
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3. CONCORDANCE CONDIT ION ON THE PLANE 
Consider a system of differential equations on the plane, i.e., n = 2, and matrices A, A1, and 
vector b are 
La21 a22J '  = La&, aA2J' b2 ' 
Let the characteristic quasipolynomial of the initial system be 
I(X) = ~2 + (Pro + e - 'p , , )  ~ + (P20 + e - 'P21  + e -~ 'P=)  • 
We need to find the control 
m 
u( t )= ~-~cTx(t - - j r ) ,  c~ =(cU,c2j), j=O,m,  
j=0 
so that the closed system has characteristic quasipolynomial 
g(A) = A s + (qlo + e-~rq11) A + (q2o + e-'Xrq21 + e-2Xrq22) • (21) 
We shall denote by O a vector with null coefficients, i.e., O n. -- (0, 0), and let 
ro= (r'°~, rl= (rll), r2=(rl2) 
\ r2o ] \ r21 \ r22 ' 
where 
r io  =PtO- -q lo ,  r l l  =P11 - q11, 
r20=P20 - q20 - (PlO - qto)Plo, 
r21 =P21 -q21 - (P l l  -qn)P lo ,  
r22 =P22-q22 - (Pll -q l l )P l l .  
r12 ---- O~ 
Here Pij, qq, j = 0, i, 
polynomials. Further, we shall denote by 
i = 1, 2 are the coefficients of the corresponding characteristic quasi- 
THEOREM 3. Let det S(#) depend on #. For system (2) on the plane to be modally controlled 
it is sui~cient that rank S(#) = 2, and the condition of concordance is 
(23) 
Here m = 2 and the vectors o[ control parameters are 
i o,i T ( ) r0, C1 = (So l )  T /'1 -- S l r0  
(24) 
c2 = (So 1)T ( r2 -  Sir1 + S2ro).  
PROOF. The matrix S(A) on the plane is S(A) = {b, (A + e-X~'A1)b}. We seek control u(t) of 
the form 
u(t) = ZcTx( t - - J r ) '  c T = (cU,c2j), j = 0,m. 
j=0 
So = (b, Ab), $1 = (0, Alb), $1 = $1T (Sol) T (22) 
5O 
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e-jArcTs()l) = e-JArcTb, Ee - JArcT(A+e-ArA l )b  . 
j=0 ( j=o  j=0 
From this it follows that 
-- -mAr T - c?(~) = cD + e-A~C~lb +. . .  • e c~o 
c'~+1(~) = c TAb + e -At (c~ Ab + cTo A,b) + e -2Ar  (C TAb Jr a T Alb ) 
+""  + e -mAr (cTmAb -'t- CTm 1Alb)  " ~- ( rn+l )Ar~T a _ m a Crn.,'~t 1 U. 
Using the concordance condition (13), we get the following system of two equations: 
-mAr _T t C-orb + e-AreTb +. . .  + e CmV = rio + e-Arrl l  + e-2A%12, 
4Ab + e - "  (4Ab + dA,b) + e -2" (gAb + CaTA,b) 
~-(rn+l)Ar~T a 1. Jr'''' + e -mAr (e~Ab + cTm_lAlb) + ~ t~m~'tlU 
= r20 + e-Art21 + e-2Arr22. 
Since the right sides of the above equations involve polynomials of the second order, we can set 
m = 2. Now equating the coefficients of equal degrees, we get the following set of seven equations: 
bYco = rl0, bTcl = r l l ,  
(Ab)Tco = r20, (Ab)Tcl + (Alb)Tco = r21, 
(Alb)T c2 = O. 
In vector form these equations can be written as 
(b, Ab)T co = ro, 
(b, Ab)T c2 + (O, Alb)T cl = r2, 
bTc2 = r12, 
(Ab)Tc2 + (Alb)T o = r22, 
(b, Ab)Tcl + (0, Alb)T co = rl, 
(O, Alb)T c2 -- 8. 
Since det (b, Ab) ~ O, the above system can be solved, to obtain 
co [(b, Ab)T] -1 = r0 ,  
Cl = [(b, AD)T] -1 {r l -  (0, n lb )  T [(b, nb)T] - l ro} ,  
c2- - [ (b ,  Ab)T] -1 {r2 - (O ,  Alb) T [(b, Ab)T] -1 {r l - (O ,  Alb) T [(b, Ab)T l - l ro}}  • 
Now substituting this value of c2 in the last equation of the above system, we get 
(0, AID) T [(b, AD)T] -1 {r  2 - - (0,  AID) T [(D, AD)T]-I x{r l - (O ,  Alb) T [(b, Ab)T] - l ro}  }=O, 
which in view of (21) can be written as 
S l [ r2 -S l r l+S2r0]  =0.  
Finally, from (21) it is also clear that the control parameters co, O, c2 obtained above are the 
same as (23). 
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EXAMPLE 3. Consider a system with matrices A, A1, and vector b as 
A= [I 2 1] [1 ~] b= (12) 1 ' A I= 1 ' 
For this system the matrices A(#) and S(#) are 
+e -~ l+e  -~'r ' S (#)= 2 4+e -~ " 
Thus, det S(#) = -2  + e -~ # 0, 
matrix A(#) is 
and hence, 
-oo  < # < +co, and the characteristic equation of the 
A 2 + ( -2  - 2e-~r)A + ( -1 + e -~r + e -2gv)  = 0, 
Pl(#) = -2  -2e -~,  P2(#) = - l+e-~+e -2~,  
PlO = -2 ,  Pll = -2,  P2o = -1,  P21 = 1, P22 = 1. 
Therefore, it follows that 
rio = -2 -q lo ,  rtt = -2 -q11 ,  
r21 - -7 -2q lo -2q l l  -q21, 
r2o = -5 -2qto -q2o ,  
r22 = -3 -q22-2q11.  
0] 
1 . 
l+qlo+2q11+q2o+2q11+4q22=O. 
Thus, with the choice 
we have 
ro ~ = ( -3 , -S ) ,  
Finally, using these in (23) we get 
qlo = qll = q2o = q21 = 1, 
r 7 = ( -3 , -12) ,  
7 
q22 = 4 ' 
~ (o ~) 
c~__ (_,,_~), ( '  ~) c7 = ~, , c~ = (o, o). 
and hence, [oo1] 
01 = 5 
Next, the concordance ondition reduces to 
1] [o I :] ( s J )  = ~ , sT  = , 
2 
Further, the matrices (sT) -1 = [(b, Ab)T] - : ,  S T = (8,Alb) T appear as 
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4. CONCORDANCE CONDIT ION 
IN  THREE-D IMENSIONAL SPACE 
Let matrices A, A1, and vector b be 
rall ai2ai31 ra ia a 3] 
A = /a=, a22 a23/ ,  A, = /a2~l a~l a~3 , b= b2 
La3, a32 a33J La~l a~2 a13 b3 
and the characteristic quasipolynomial of the initial system is 
fo() Q ---- )~3 4- (PlO 4" e-A'rpll) ,~2 4"- (P20 4"- e-ArP21 4- e -2"Vrp22) )~ 
4- (P30 4- e-'~rP31 4- e-2'~rP32 4- e-3"~rP33) •
(25) 
The control m 
u( t )= EC~-X(t-- jT),  C~- =(Ctj,C2j,C3j), j=O,m 
j=O 
has to be found so that the closed system has the characteristic quasipolynomial 
Z(~) = ~3 + (q,o + e- 'qH)  ~2 + (q20 + e-~q2, + e-2"q=) 
+ (q30 + e-~rq31 + e-2~q32 + e-3~q33) •
(26) 
As in the previous ection we shall denote by 0 T -- (0, 0, 0), and  rl) 
ro= / r2°  , r l = ~r21 , r2= ~r22] ,  r3= ~r23 , 
\ r30 \ r31 \ r32 / \ r33 
where 
rlO----PlO--qlo, r l l  ----P11--q11, r12-----0, r13----0, 
r2o=P2o-q2o-(Plo-qlo)P11, 
r21=P21 - q21 - (Pll - qlt)PlO - (PlO - qto)P11, 
r22=P22-q22- (P11-qH)p l l ,  r23=0,  
r30 =P30--q30-(P20-q20)(Plo-qlo)+(PlO-qlo)(P~o-P20), 
r31 ---- 
r32 ---- 
r33 ---- 
j=  Here pi,j, qij, 
polynomials (24),(25). Further, we shall denote by 
So = (b, Ab, A2b), $1 = (0, AiD, (AA1 + AtA) b), 
S2 ~- (~,O, A21b), S1 = S? (So  1) T , ,~2 --~ sT  (S0 "-1) T 
(27) 
P31 -q3t  -(P20 -q20)(Plt - q11) -(P21 -q21)(Plo - qlo) 
4-(Plo--q10)(2p10P11 - -P21)+(P l l  - -q l l ) (P~0--R20) ,  
P32 --q32 -- (P21 --q21)(Pll - -q l l )  -- (P22 --q22) (Pl0 -q lo)  
+(pll -qll)(2pxopH -p:~)+(plo-q~o)(p~x - =), 
p33-q33-(p::-q=)(p11 -q11)+(p~, -ql~)(p~l -p:~). 
0,i, i -- 1, 3 are the coefficients of corresponding characteristic quasi- 
(28) 
THEOREM 4. Let det S(#) depend on #. Then, for system (2) with n = 3 to be modMly 
controllable it is sufficient hat rank S(#) = 3, and the conditions of concordance are 
~,.~- [~-  ~] r~ + [~-  ~-  ~1] ~-  [~-  ~ -  ~]  ro = ~, 
~ {~-  ~r~ + [~-  ~] ~-  [~ + ~1] ~o } -- ~. 
(29) 
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Here m = 3 and the vectors of control parameters appear as 
CO : (SO1)T r0, C1 = (So 1)T (r I _ sT (Sol )T r0) ,  
C 2 = (S01) T [r 2 - S T (S01) T [r, - S T (S01)Tro] ]  , 
c 3 = (So ' )  T { r  3 -- S T (So l )  T [r 2 -- S T (So l )  T I t , -  S T (S : ) - l ro ] ]  
_S  T (Sol)T [r I _ sT ($o1)Tr0]} " 
PROOF. The matrix S(A) is of the following form: 
S(A) = {b, (A + CArAt) b, (A + e-Ar A1)2b} 
and the control is 
Thus, we have 
m 
cT e-jArs()~) 
j=O 
m 
u(t) = Z cT x ( t -  jr), 
j=o 
C T = (elj,C2j,e3j), O,m. 
lk = e -jAr b, 
I,j=0 j=o 
Hence, it follows that 
c7( ) = 
= 
- jAr  T (A4- ~.4e- JA '4  (A+e-)~rA1)2b} e cj e-JArA1) b, 
j=O 
(3o) 
-mAr _T t cTb + e-Arcrb +.." + e CmO, 
C TAb + e -At (c TAb 4- g Alb) 4- e -2Ar (C TAb 4- a TAlb)  
4- 4- e-mAr (cTAb+ T ~-(m+l)Ar~T .,t 1. • " ' Cm_lAlb ) 4- c. t.m,,"XlU , 
c~+3(A) = CTo A2b + C Ar [c~ A2b + CTo (AA1 + AIA) b] 
+ e -2At [c T A2b + c T (A& + AIA)b + c~ A~b] 
+ + e--mAr T 2 T "'" [cmA b Jr" am_ 1 (AA1 + AtA)  b + C T A2~k] m-2-'~ivj 
T 2 +e -(m+')Ar  [CTm (AA1 + A1A) b+cm_lAlb ] ± ~-(m+2)Ar~T a2~ 
Using the concordance condition (13), we get the following system of three equations: 
_-mAr _T t cTb + e-ArcTb +.. .  + c CmU : rio + e-Arr l l  + e-2Arrl2 + e-3Arrl3, 
c TAb + e -At (e TAb + c; Alb) + e -2At (crAb + e T Alb) 
+ + e-mAr T T . - (m+l)Ar~T A !., • .. (cmAb + Cm_l&b) + ~ ~,m~'11 u 
= r20 + e-Art21 + e-2Arr22 + e-3Arr23, 
e TA2b + e -At  [c TA2b + c T (AA1 + A1A)b] 
4- e -2A'r [a TA2b 4- CT1 (AA1 4- A1A)b + CTo A2b] 
+ . + e-mAr T 2 T • . [cmA b+Cm_I (AA I+AIA)  b+cT_2A~b]  
T A2b 1 ,,- (m+2)Ar,,T ~2A + e -(m+l)Ar [c T (AA1 + AIA) b + Cm_ 1 1 J 4- ~" ~m~l  t' 
= r30 4- e-Art31 + e-2Arr32 + e-3Arr33, 
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where r~j, i = 1, 3, j = 0, 3 are defined in (26). Since the right side of the above system contains 
th i rd-order  polynomials,  we can set m = 3. Now on equating the coefficients of the same degree, 
we get 
bTco = r io ,  
(Ab)TCO = r2o, 
(A2b) T co = r3o, 
(A 2b) T
bTcl ---- r l l ,  
(Ab)Tcl Jr (Alb)TCO = r21, 
Ca Jr ((AA1 + AiA)b)T CO = r31, 
bTc2 = r12, 
(Ab) T c2 Jr (Alb)Tcl = r22, 
(A2b) T c2 + [(AA1 + A1A)b]T cl + (A2b)T co = r32, 
bT c3 = r13 , 
(Ab) T c3 :[- (Alb)l-c2 = r23, 
(A~b)Tc~ + [(AA, + AIA) biT ~: + (AI~b)T~I = ~,  
(Alb)T c3 -- O, 
[(AA1 + AIA)b]T c3 + (A2b)T c2 = O, 
(A~b)Tc3 =0 
Using vector notat ions we can rewrite the obtained equations as 
(b, Ab, A2b) T co =ro,  (b, Ab, A2b)To + (O, Alb,(AA, + AiA)b)Tco = rt, 
(b, Ab, A2b) c2 T (@,A1 b, (AA1 Jr AIA)b) T) Cl Jr (0,0, A21 b) CO = r2, 
(b, Ab, A=b) c3 + (O, Alb, (AA, + A,A)b)T c2 + (O,O,A~b) c, = r3, 
(8, Alb, (AA1 + A1A)b)T c3 + (O,O,A~b) T c2 = 8, 
(O,O,A~,b) T c3 =o. 
These equations in view of (27) take the form 
~OTCO -~ to, soTc1 Jr S?co = rl ,  
s? c3 + ST c2 + ST c, = r3, SIT c3 + S~ c2 = e, 
Since det So # O, the above equations immediately give 
co = (So i ) - I  to, 
C 1 = (SOT) -1 [r 1 -- S T ( sT ) - l r0 ]  , 
C 2 = (SOT) -`  { r2 -  SIT (SOT) -1 [r 1 -- S T (SoT)-i to] } , 
-S  T (SOT) -1 [ r l -  SI T ( sT ) - I  to] } . 
STo c2 + S[Cl + S~C2 = r2, 
S:C ---- O. 
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Finally, put t ing these co, cl ,  c2, c3 in the two previous systems, we obta in  
.: (.:)1 {r~- ~: (~0~) -' [~- ~: (~:/-' It1- ~: (":) ' ~0]] 
-":(~:)'[~1-":(~:)'~o]} 
-~/~:/-1 [~1- ~: (~:) ~ ~0] } _-0, 
which in view of (27) are the same as (28). 
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